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Conron Receives Lifetime Achievement Award
By Carleen C. Lazzell

John P. Conroti holding the prestigious
George Clayton Pearl Lifetime Achievement
Award preset: ted by the New Mexico
Heritage Preservation Alliance

In recoqnition of his contributions to
New Mexico's architectural and cultural
history. John Phelan Conron. FAIA-FASID
of Santa Fe, received the George Clayton
Pearl Lifetime Achievement Award from
the New Mexico Heritage Preservation
Alliance. The ceremony. held in Taos.
New Mexico. on April 9. 2005. recognlzed
Conron for his dedication and
involvement in the architectural field, as
well as all aspects of historical
preservation. from leqisfation. historical
research and planning to actual
implementation of preservation and
restoration projects.
As partner in
Conron and Woods. Architects. AlA . Mr.
Conron has been known throughout the
United States for his involvement over
the course of a lifetime. This Award was
named in honor of the late George
Clayton Pearl. FAIA. of Albuquerque. who
was a contemporary of Conron and had
similar interests. Conron ~raduated from
Yale University in 1948 with a decree in
architecture.
After worl~in~ in Boston

•

for Whelman and Westman. Architects.
until 1952. John embarked on a trip to
the west coast. where he planned to
practice architecture in California.
During the journey. he stopped in Santa
Fe and was enchanted by the ambiance
of "the city different" and decided to stay.
During his career. Conron practiced
architecture in Santa Fe for more than
half a century under the followtnq firm
names: John P. Conron. Architect (19521954); Conron and Lent, Architects (19541986); Conron and Muths . Restoration
Architects, Santa Fe. New Mexico and
Jackson, Wyomin~ (1974-1989) and
Conron and Woods, Architects (19862005).
In order to complement his
architecture and design practice. Conron
opened Centerline, an interior desicn
retail store on Lincoln in Santa Fe; and
later expanded to a second Centerline in
Corrales. Inventory in the Centerline
stores
included
contemporary
Scandinavian
furniture,
~ourmet

cookware. tableware. ~lassware and an
array of other home Iivin~ and
decorative items.
As an example.
Centerline was one of the few places in
the Southwestern United States. which
handled lead crystal from Seneca Glass
Company in Mor~antown . West \7ir~inia.
Especially popular was the "Driftwood"
series, which included several shapes
and sizes of ~Iasses . bowls. plates. candy
dishes and vases, all available in a variety
of colors. West \7ir~inia ~Iassware items.
from the Seneca Glass Factory. have
become collectables. since the factory
closed down in the mid-eiqhties. The
Centerline stores in New Mexico were in
operation for more than twenty years.
Conron's contributions to historic
preservation in New Mexico included ten
years as vice-chairman of the Cultural
Property Review Committee, where John
assisted state acenctes in drafttnq the
Cultural Properties Act of 1969. To his
credit. John was also an active
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2005 Historical Society of New Mexico Awards
The Historical Society of New Mexico presented the Iollowtnq honors at its annual conference held in Clayton, April 21-23, 2005
Review, quarterly journal-Union
County Historical Society

Edgar Lee Hewett Award
Outstandlng service to the public:

L. Bradford Prince Award
Si~nificant

work in the field of
historic preservation:

• Ro~er K. Burnett, Roswell. Historical
Society for Southeast New Mexico

Dorothy Woodward Award
Advancement of Education:

Barbara Vogt Mallery receiving Twitchell
award from Rene Harris

• Barbara \7o~t Mallery. BaiIing Wire
and Gemuze. The True Story of a
Family Ranch Near Ramah. New
Mexico (New Mexico Ma~azine)
Ron Kil receiving Woodward award
from Rene Harris

•

Marc Simmons and Ron Kil for the
Children of the West series
(University of New Mexico Press)

Lansing B. Bloom Award

D. Ray Blakeley accepts Bloom award for
UCHSfrom Rene Harris

Fray Francisco Atanasio
Dominguez Award
History survey and research

Peggy Clay (left) and Barbara Copeland
accept the Prince award for the preservation
of the mail order Brams House

• Renovation of the Brams House,
"Little House on the Prairie" in
Amistad. Women of the Amistad
United Methodist Church

Outstandlnq publication or series of
publications by a society or institution

Gaspar Perez de Villagra Award
Outstandinq publication
by an individual.
• William Dunmire. Gardens of New
Spain (University of Texas Press)
• John Nieto Phillips. TheLanguage of
Blood (UNM Press)

Ralph Emerson Twitchell Award
Si~nificant

Karen Daniel accepts Bloom
award for Genealogical Society
from Rene Harris

contribution to history.

• Charles M. Carrillo, Saints of the
Pueblos (LPD Press)

• New Mexico Genealogist. quarterly
journal-New Mexico Genealogical
Society
• Union County Historical Society

Jon Hunner accepts
Dominguez award from Rene Harris

• Jon Hunner; Inventing Los Alamos
(University of Oklahoma Press)

Award photographs
by Renee Lazzell DiBello.

Illustrator Ron Kil proudly displays volumes
from Children of the WestSeries which he
illustrated for Marc Simmons.

Mark Your Calender Now: Historical Society Annual Conference, April 20-22, 2006, Albuquerque, New Mexico

·..continued from page 1
participant or participated in the
preparation of the plans for the
restoration of the Palace of the
Governors.
According
to
the
Albuquerque Journal North. June 18.
2005, "The Palace of the Governors was
very dear to him . He considered it a
treasure, not just for the city and state,
but for the whole nation." Roy Woods of
Conron and Woods , Architects, said that
Conron was also involved in the Museum
of New Mexico Administration buildinc,
the Museum of Fine Arts and the yet-tobe-built New Mexico History Museum. In
addition , he worked on the restoration of
Fuller Lodge in Los Alamos (a John Gaw
Meem desiqn). the Stephen W Dorsey
Mansion in Colfax County and he drafted
a feasibility study and restoration plan for
the KiMo Theatre in Albuquerque. One
of his earliest efforts in preservation was
the Las Trampas church, where he and
other activists prevented it from being
stuccoed. The ~roup also worked to
prevent th e New Mexico State Hi~hway
Department from realiqntnc the hi~hway,
which would have adversely affect ed the
structure. With funding from Nathania!
A. Owin~s , the church was remudded
and the tower caps reconstructed from
drawings by John Gaw Meem.
Conran was also I<nown for his
national involvement in historic
preservation. He did the research and
wrote the historic structures reports for
both the United States Federal Buildin~s
in Lanstnq, Michigan, and Port Huron ,
Michigan. In addition to the above ,
Conran wrote a Ienqthy Historic
Structures Report for the State of New
the
Laboratory
of
Mexico
for
Anthropology Completed in 1931 , the
oriqinal Laboratory of Anthropology
bulldinq is considered one of Meem's
finest buildings.
When called upon in th e ea rly
seventies, Conron
accepted
the
challenge of redecorating the Governor
L. Bradford Prince reception room at the
Palace of the Governors. He enlisted the
help of the New Mexico Chapter of
Interior Designers. In John's words, "we
worked from old photos, had the
wallpaper. curtains and ru~ authentically
reconstructed .. ."
In 1963, John was partner in charge
for the master plan for the New Mexico
State Capitol Complex, although that
plan was not implemented by the
succeedinq administration. He received
an AlA "First Desiqn Award" and an AlA
Western Mountain Re~ion award for his
capitol plan publication. entitled" New
Mexico State Capitol. 1963-1 980."
Conron designed the New Mexico Room
at the Pavilion of American Interiors at
the 1964 New Yorl< World Fair. The
American Society of Interior Designers.
New Mexico Chapter honored him with
an "Award of Merit" for the New Mexico
Room, Dupont Exhibit , for this project.
He contributed to the State Plan for
Historic Preservation, which included a
proposed Historic District Ordinance for
Silver City and prepared architectural
surveys for the cities of Santa Fe and
Socorro. In 1980, University of New
Mexico Press published his book ,

Socorro. A Historic Survey. For the book.
Ieecotdtno a Vanishing Legacy; The
Historic American Buildings Survey in
New Mexico: 1953 to Today. published in
2001, John served was a consultant on
the project.
Conran and the late
Bainbridge Bunting, architectural history
professor at University of New Mexico .
wrote an article titled "The Architecture
of Northern New Mexico ." which was
published in the September/October
1966 issue of New Mexico Architecture
maqazme . For the past few years ,
Conron had been compiling an
architectural ~uidebook for New Mexico .
As part of his on~oin~ projects, Conron
carried out extensive research on the role
the New Mexico Town Company played
in the founding of several railroad towns
within the state.
Conron's New Mexico reqlstratlon
numbers reflect his early influence and
pioneer status in the fields of both
architecture and interior desiqn.
Architecture #136 and Inte rior Design
# 11 9. At one time, John was one of only
two people who held the distinction of
Fellow status from both the American
Association of Architects and the
American Society of Interior Designers.
Over the course of his career, Conron
occasionally taught design and historic
preservation classes as an Adjunct
Professor at University of New Mexico
School of Architecture. For the past few
years. he taught interior desicn courses at
Santa Fe Community Colleqe.
In 1969, the American Institute of
Interior Designers invited Conron to be
one of six Americans to speak at a SovietAmerican symposium. The program
included seminars with
Russian
architects and designers in Lenincrad
and Moscow. as well as si~htseein~ tours
throughout the two cities . (In 1991,
Lentnorad took back its historic name of
St. Petersburg). You can read a first-hand
account of John's Soviet trip , "Through a
Hole in the Curtain," published in the
September/October 1969 issue of New
In
Mexico Architecture maqazme .
October 1974, Con ron accompanied a
~roup of twenty-four Americans, all in
fields relating directly to or tangentially
to historic preservation, to Poland, where
they visited sites in Warsaw, Cracow,
Gdansk and the Malbork Castle . His
personal account, with numerous
photographs. was published in the
May/June/July/August 1976 edition of the
above architectural macazine.
Early in its publication, Conron toof
over as editor of New Mexico
Architecture, the professional rnaqaztne
of the New Mexico Society of Architects,
a position he held for almost thirty years
until the macazine ceased publication
with the Winter 1991 issue . In 1989, the
39th Leqislative Session honored New
House
Mexico Architecture with
Memorial
100
recognizing
the
publication
for
its
siqniftcant
contributions "to the cultural and
historical awareness of our state through
articles dealinq with the lively art of
architecture, past and present." That
same year. New Mexico Architecture
received the Lansing Bloom Award from
the Historical Society of New Mexico for

"publicizing the cause of historic
preservation" and an award from The
Albuquerque Conservation Association
for its efforts in furthertnc the cause of
historic preservation.
In the mid-seventies , a ~roup of
erudite and ambitious historic minded
New Mexicans banded together to
reinvigorate the Historical Society of
New Mexico . John P Conron was one of
the major forces in this effort along with
Myra Ellen Jenkins, Loraine Lavender,
Albert H. Schroeder, Fern Lyon, Michael F.
Weber, Spencer Wilson and others. One
of their first items of business was to
establish an official publication, which
would become La Cronica de Nuevo
Mexico with the first issue dated June
1976. John, as a member of the editorial
committee, took over the duties of editor
at that time and continued in that
capacity through the March 2005, No. 64
issue. In addition to his duties as editor,
John served more than one term as
president of the Society. He enjoyed the
annual conferences and along with
Spencer Wilson conducted the book
auction for many years. In 2003. the
Historical Society of New Mexico
honored Conron with the Paul AI: Walter
Award for his Iencthy and dedicated
service to the Society.
Conron was an active member of
several organizations. which included
serving on the Board of Directors for the
Old Santa Fe Association, President of
the Santa Fe Chapter of the American
Institute of Architects, President of the
Santa Fe Chapter of the American
Society of Interior Designers and
President of the International Institute of
Iberian Colonial Art and, as mentioned
above, he held the office of President of
the Historical Society of New Mexico . He
was listed in both the Whos Who in the
West and Whos Who in America.
Not only was Conron an editor, he was
the author of more than two dozen
articles, which were published in both
professional journals and popular
maqazines. His articles have appeared in
Western Architect and Engineer,
Designers West, Preservation magazine,
AM Journal, Interior Design maqazine.
New Mexico MagaZine, Now Denver and
New Mexico Architecture. In addition,
he wrote the chapter, "A Three
Dimensional Approach," in Old and New

Architecture - Design Relationship
published in 1980 by the National Trust
for Historic Preservation.
Conron and Will Shuster were ~ood
friends. Shuster designed "Zozobra" in
1924, after which the burning of the "Old
Man Gloom" effigy became a major
event durinq the Santa Fe Fiesta
celebration held annually during
September. In actuality, the fire is set
behind the "Old Man Gloom" effi~y. For
many years, Shuster was the person who
lit the fire behind the scenes. When his
alJe prevented him from this important
task Will turned that responsibility over
to John . The "fire dancer" with his
brilliant flares then symbolically sets
"Zozobra" ablaze. For many years, John
was the person who lit the fire from
behind and in more recent years helped
with the overall fireworks for the event.
Conron wrote a lengthy history about
"Zozobra." Over the course of more than
a half a century, John Phelan Conron "lit
many fires." He had strong opinions on
matters
of
architecture, historic
preservation and interior desicn and was
I<nown for his brusque, and sometimes
abrasive personality.
Note from the author: John Phelan
Conron passed away in Santa Fe on June
14, 2005, at the alJe of eighty-three. He
was born in broochne. Massachusetts, on
December 4, 1921, the son of Carl Edward
and Katherine Phelan Conron. At the
Historical Society of New Mexico Board
Meeting held on April 21, 2005, Conron
was named Editor Emeritus of La
Cronice de Nuevo Mexico. After serving
as Conron's associate editor for twentyone years, first for New Mexico
Architecture and then for La Crontce de
Nuevo Mexico, Carleen C. Lazzell takes
over the responsibility of editor for La
Cronice de Nuevo Mexico beqinninq
with this issue. And , Ronald R. Hadad
takes over as associate editor.
CCL

Editorial note:
John P Conron.
December 4, 1921-June 14, 2005,
made his home in Santa Fe for more
than fifty years. His passing leaves a
~reat void in the fields of architecture
and history. John wiII be greatly
missed by his many colleagues and
friends in New Mexico and elsewhere.

John P. Conran. Editor and Carleen Lezzell. Associate Editor at the New Mexico Heritage
Preservation Alliance Awards luncheon in Taos. New Mexico. April 9.2005
(PhotOgraphs for this article by Roy Woods)
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Tribute to Janaloo Hill

lanaloo HiJI
Phot ograph by Manny Hough
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It is with regret that we report the death
of Janaloo Hill. age 65, of Shakespeare, New
Mexico. Although she was born in Santa Fe.
Janaloo grew up in Shakespeare, a ghost
town south of Lordsburg in Hidalgo County.
As a young woman , she pursued a career in
modeling and acting in New York City. Los
Angeles and Denver; According to an article
by Ollie Reed. Jr. . in the Albuquerque Tribune.
May 30, 2005, she was "tall. slim, dark-haired.
fair-skinned and beautiful. Janaloo. however,
could not resist the magnetic purr of her
childhood home. Followincthe dream of her
parents. frank and Rita Hill. who bought the
historic ghost town in 1935, Janaloo returned
to the picturesque town. where she continued
to treasure and preserve the 19th century
buildings even after the death of her parents.
The New Mexico Heritage Preservation
Alliance included Shakespeare on its list of
Endangered Places in the state. In addition.

Shakespeare was recognized as a National
Historic Site in 1970. Buildin~s in the historic
town include a hotel. saloon, assay office,
Army mail station and stagecoach station.
On April 10, 1997, a terribly destructive
fire broke out in the blacksmith shop. Even
though the Lordsburg fire Department
arrtved within ten minutes. due to more than
fifty mph winds, the fire spread rapidly. The
mercantile store unfortunately suffered
extensice damage and was a complete loss.
Accordin g
to
the
web
site:
www.shakespeareghosttown.com . Janloo
rushed in to save what she could of her
research materials and family heirlooms .
Although she did rescue some of her most
irreplaceable files. much was lost including
several unpublished manuscripts and most of
the couple's personal belongs. Bl owin~ dust
and low visibility marked the day of the fire.
Many Historical Society of New Mexico

members remember that particular day.
which happened to be the first day of the
annual conference in Deming. When word of
the fire reached Deming. people were in
shock to hear about the destructive fire. Not
to be deterred. Janaloo and Mannie rebuilt
much of what had been lost in the disaster.
Janaloo had a BA degree in history from
Western New Mexico llnrcersity in Silver City.
She was an enthusiastic historian, and even
after the destructive fire. she continued her
research. conducted tours of the town and
performed reenactments of life as it had been
in the glory days of the old ~host town. She
was a member of the Historical Society of
New Mexico Speakers Bureau and traveled
throughout the state presenting lectures
about the history of Shakespeare and the
Butterfield Trail. A prolific writer. Janaloo HilI
published several books and monographs .
Her articles have appeared in New Mexico
...continued on page 8 (]$'

The Dixon Case, 1947-1951:
The End of the Catholic Era in New Mexico Public Education
By: Jacobo Baca
University of New Mexico
'We see. then. a little Spanish community
cominq awake, throwinq off the chains
of backwardness. and narrow outlook.
and asserting for the first time
proqressive ideas and ideals. Dixon, in
the midst of this stru~~le for a better way
of life. asks for your support."
A School for Dixon. 1947
"This is how free public schools died in
Dixon. It was a neat trick. worked by
experts."
Shadow over our Schools. 194ff
This impassioned plea would
presumably provoke anyone to di~ deep
and ~ive Qenerously to such a worthy
cause. Aidin~ such betterment, billed as
a struqcle for freedom. seems plainly
American. Lydia Cordova Zellers, the
author and the head of the Free Schools
Committee, solicited the financial
support of the American public to brin~
down the "juQQernaut" that cast a
shadow over free schools in New Mexico.
That jUQ~ernaut was the Roman Catholic
Church. arquably the most influential
institution in the state. From its days on
the frontier of Nueva
Espana.
Catholicism touched nearly every aspect
of New Mexican's daily lives. lncludinq
education. from Spanish exploration
through Mexican Independence (18211846). American occupation (l846-1850).
territorial status (1851-1 9 12) and
statehood (l912-), the Catholic Church
remained a powerful. albeit fadin~.
presence.
Through the efforts of Santa Fe's first
Archbishop, John B. Lamy (1850-1885),
and his successors. a Catholic school
system staffed by reliqious brothers and
sisters functioned arguably as the
strongest educational institution in New
Mexico. Amazingly decades after New
York Bishop John Hughes has lost his bid
for public funding for Catholic schools in
the 1840s, the Catholic presence in New
Mexico public education remained as
strong as ever. As parochial schools met
hard economic times in the early 20th
Century, communities often appealed to
local school boards to allow them public
fundinq rather than see their closure.
Other New Mexico communities, with
public schools in need of qualified
teachers, sought the work of religious
orders and petitioned the Archdiocese
and motherhouses across the country to
send sisters and brothers to teach in and
administrate these schools. That is. until
1947.
In October of 1951. the Supreme
Court of New Mexico heard the case of
Zeller v. Huff. a class action suit artsinq
from the first District Court of New
Mexico in Santa Fe. Originally brought
to trial in the fall of 1947, a small Qroup of
Protestants from the community of
Dixon raised a complaint with the Rio
Arriba County school board and then the
State Board of Education aIleQin~ that
sectarian reliqion was betnq taught in the
local public school. The State Board of
Education offered a resolution that Dixon
residents believed was unacceptable.
Led by Lydia Zellers. individuals in the
surroundinq communities soon joined in
a class action lawsuit, seeztnq a judicial
injunction to brinQ an end to what they
alleged was a violation of their First
Amendment riQhts and a disreqard for
the
constitutionally
proscribed
separation of church and state.
Although the March 1949 rulinq of the
first Judicial District found lar~ely in the
Dixon Qroups favor, they appealed to the
State Supreme Court for an ever more
riSJid ruling.
The defendants also
appealed, claiminq that the accusations
were not entirely accurate. The hi~hest
court in New Mexico upheld the
[udqrnent of the lower court and found
in favor of the plaintiffs, declarinq that
the overt expression of rellqton had no
place in New Mexico's public schools.
While the case was in deliberation. the
1

Archbishop of Santa Fe James F Byrne
withdrew all reliqious teachers from New
Mexico public schools. This essay will
explore the history of Catholic religious
teachers in public education in New
Mexico; their removal upon the judicial
decision of the Dixon Case ; and the
impact of this infamous case on the later
establishment of state parochial schools.
With the arrival of Juan de Onate in
the northern Rio Grande Valley in 1598.
Franciscan missionaries immediately
attempted to proselytize the Indians of
what is now San Juan Pueblo. By 1655,
twenty-five schools created to assimilate
and Christianize the Indians were run by
over sixty Franciscan priests throughout
New Mexico.'
Abandoninq their
missions during the Pueblo revolt of
1680, the Franciscans returned to New
Mexico in the Reconquest of 1693 and
once aQain attempted to establish
missionary schools. Thus , the earliest
Catholic-controlled education in New
Mexico was primarily aimed at educating
the Pueblo Indians and mdoctnnatinq
Christianity into early New Mexican
society. Not until the early nineteenth
century did what we would describe as
"public education arrive" in New Mexico.
As soon as it won independence from
Spain in 1821. the Mexican Republic
sought to centralize all power. and called
on all Spaniards to leave Mexican lands.
The secularization of New Mexico's
eleroy had. in fact, bequn as early as
1725, as the Bishop of Durango. Benito
Crespo, introduced secular priests to
New Mexico's missions and parishes.' In
1767 the Spanish ~overnment, seeking to
tiQhten its control over the mission
system, formally secularized four
Franciscan missions. Albuquerque. EI
Paso. Santa Fe and Santa Cruz.
siQnificantly weakening the impact of the
Franciscan teacher priests on the far
frontier.' Although already inadequate,
the withdrawal of the Franciscans left
New Mexico with even fewer educational
institutions. Despite the efforts of the
secular priests plus an April 27. 1822
decree by the Mexican SJovernment
ordering the establishment of public
schools, educational institutions were
mostly absent from the New Mexico
landscape.
An 1825 commission
established by the Mexican government
reported that "i~norance was rampant
due to the absence on schools." In 1833.
territorial leSJal advisor Antonio Barreiro
reported that education was restricted to
those who could afford to contribute to
the salary of the teacher. Even then,
Barriero reported. "the schools are in
deplorable condition.'"
Although the new republic in Mexico
was larSJely anti-clerical. the reliqious still
maintained their authority throughout its
territories. In 1832 a school was opened
in Santa Cruz de la Canada (near present
day Espanola) with only the nominal
support of the Mexican ~overnment.
Alonq with esteblishinq the reqion's first
newspaper, EI Ctepusculo. Padre
Antonio Jose Martinez of Taos exerted
extraordinary influence through his
creation of a public school. plus the only
Roman Catholic colleqe and seminary in
the far reaches of the frontier at the time.
After the Mexican defeat in the MexicanAmerican War of 1846-1848. New Mexico
became part of the territory ceded to the
United States under the Treaty of
Guadalupe-Hidalqo.
When New Mexico became a territory
of the United States in 1848, public
education was still larqely absent. In
1850, Juan de Dios Archuleta and Hiqinto
Gonzalez conducted a Spantsh-Ianquaqe
school in the aforementioned Santa
Cruz. Teachers were requlated by the
local district school board but there was
no official certification. In addition to
their slates and chalk. students were
asked to bring a piece of wood to keep a

fire in the schoolhouse. and when the
supply was exhausted. students were sent
horne.' Still. lay teachers like Archuleta
and Gonzalez were the exception. By
and large. Roman Catholic priests like
Padre Martinez conducted the little
public education that took place. An
outspoken advocate for his people.
Padre Martinez became weary of the
~rowinQ Anqlo political power and
souqht to keep New Mexico the bastion
of Catholicism on the frontier.
As the parish priest in Taos since 1826.
Martinez was well established in the
community when American occupation
beqan in 1846. Alone with Padre Jose
Manuel Gallegos of Albuquerque and
Pastoral Vicar Juan Felipe Ortiz of Santa
fe, Padre Martinez was rumored to be
one of the masterminds of the Taos
rebellion of 1848.9 At the time, over
ninety-eight percent of the mostly
Hispanic New Mexican populace was
Cathollc. "
Martinez's candid and
confident manner led to conflicts with
the newly appointed Vicar Apostolic of
Santa Fe. Jean Baptiste (John B.) Lamy. A
native of Claremont, France. Larny's
views of "proper Catholicism" were
Iarqely Eurocentric. He arrived in Santa
Fe in 1850 to take over the reliqious
needs of New Mexicans from the Bishop
of Durango.
Lamy was overwhelmed by the vast
contrast between Catholicism in the
Midwest and in New Mexico.
He
attributed much of the difference to the
ignorance and selfishness of the native
clercy " Alone with his principal aid.
Joseph P. Machebeuf. Lamy beqan a
verbal assault of New Mexico's priests.
whom he regarded as immoral and
dissolute. Machebeuf once characterized
New Mexico as a "semi-civilized land . ..
the people are iSJnorantly led by blind
devotion mixed with fanaticism and
superstition.'?" For Lamy. the survival of
Catholicism in New Mexico depended
Iarqely on the ability of its inhabitants to
acculturate
to
American
ideals,
sornethinq he Qreatly doubted they could

do. "
As

an enthusiastic aqent of
Americanization, Lamy was more than
wiIIin~ to eliminate any obstacle that ~ot
in his way. Both Lamy and Machebeuf
reqarded native practices. such as the
rituals of the Penitentes. as backward and
inappropriate. The most vocal defenders
of the New Mexican reliqious practices
were punished. Padre Juan Felipe Ortiz
was replaced as vicar by Machebeuf. as
was Albuquerque pastor Padre Jose
Manuel Gallegos. despite Widespread
complaints that Machebeuf had violated
the sacrosanct seal of the confessional
and divulqed his parishioners secrets. 14
Padre Martinez voiced his objections to
the suspension of native clerqy,
eventually Ieedinq Lamy to suspend
Martinez and beqin procedures for his
excommunication from the church. "
As Archbishop Lamy consolidated
power within the Catholic Church. he
faced the recent Protestant challenge to
Catholic heqemony throughout the state.
Baptist missionary Hiram W Read arrived
in Santa Fe the year before Larny where
he served as military chaplain at Ft.
Marcy and retained the friendship of
Padre Martinez of Taos." Like most
Americans, Lamy believed education to
be the vessel to civilization. Lamy sought
to maintain Catholicism's dominance
over the land aQainst the onslaught of
Protestant preachers and schools. He
believed Catholicism to be the one true
faith and that indoctrtnatlnq New
Mexicans in reliqious education was the
best way to reinforce their shared beliefs.
His successors maintained a Catholic
presence in education, as religious
educators eventually took charqe of
many public schools throughout the
state.

In 1850. battles over the education of
New Mexicans beqan in earnest. The new
Eastern Anqlo political elite felt it their
obliqation to educate the native New
Mexicans. both Indian and Hispanic.
Anglos sought to impose the American
common school. often held to be the
vehicle for the both Americanization and
the transmittal of Protestant ideals. Jay P.
Dolan , a leading scholar of the history of
Catholicism in America. states.
Schools funded by tax money was an idea
that had gained wide support in the pre-Civil
War period. At this time many reform
movements were sweeping across the
nation. Support for publicly funded schools
was part of this reform, which began to peak
in the 1830sand 1840s. with the result that by
1860every state had some public education.
Rooted in the Protestant culture of the
United States. the public school movement
encouraged an American Protestant
imperialism. 17

From 1850-1891. territorial New
Mexico became a hotbed of public
debate as Anolo Protestants and Hispanic
Catholics clashed over control of the
territory's public schools. The topic was
so hotly debated that four attempts to
establish a public school system (in the
Protestant common school model) were
stopped. "
Thouqh often poorly
attended. Catholic controIIed public
schools remained the status quo and
defended as voters vorinq down
constitutions that called for nonsectarian
public education. Despite Lamy's early
concerns,
no
other
religious
denomination posed much of a
challenge to Catholic educational
domination. . Through the early 1870s.
the Catholic leadership, in and outside of
the Archdiocese. enjoyed landslide votes
in their favor.
In 1874. William G. Ritch was
appointed Territorial Secretary of New
Mexico. A staunch Episcopalian. Ritch
hated nearly everything Catholic and
devoted large parts of his published
reports to denicratinq the Catholic orders
in New Mexico. Jesuit Father Donato
Maria Gasparri, founder (1875) and
editor of La Revista Cetolice. and William
McGuinness of the Albuquerque Review
countered his attacks." Ritch believed
that the Jesuit fathers. in particular,
exercised undue influence in New
Mexico politics. In an article published in
the Santa Fe Weekly New Mexican
entitled "Jesuitism in New Mexico." Ritch
proclaimed the Qovernment to be the last
bastion against Catholicism and
Jesuitism. which he accused of making
libelous remarks and keeping harems."
Though a formal educational system
was previously lackinSJ throughout Iarqe
parts of New Mexico. Catholic (and
mostly Hispanic) leaders arose in protest.
The recently arrived Archbishop Lamy
led the effort to fiQht the establishment of
public schools in the territory. He clearly
feared their potential. wnttnq to a friend.
"the incredible efforts of Protestant
proselytizers here who are daily opening
schools. attractinq our youth and
renderinq them reliqiously indifferent.'?'
Larny's educational administrator. Jean
Baptiste Pitival, expressed equal concern,
sayin~ that education was the "weak
point of the Catholic fortress, and the
Protestants were not slow in detecting
it." 22 from his appointment in July 1850.
Lamy solicited the aid of religious orders
to help maintain the dominance of
Catholic education in New Mexico .
Sixteen years after his arrtval. Lamy
proudly stated. 'When I arrived in Santa
Fe . . . my first care was to SJet
missionaries and open schools.'?"
Lamy who had born witness to an
anti-Catholic crusade while a priest in the
Archdiocese of Cincinnati. was weII
aware of Protestant America's view of
Catholicism and the lengths to which
political leaders would go to reduce its
...continued on page 4 t&'
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influence."
With the help Father
Gasparri. who was the Superior of the
Jesuits in New Mexico from 1869-1884.
Lamy hoped to buttress Catholic
authority in New Mexico and maintain its
supremacy in education.
While
attendinq the Council of Baltimore in
1851, Lamy sought out and retained the
aid of many reliqious orders in this quest.
In September 1852. the Friends of Mary
at the Foot of the Cross (better known as
the Sisters of Loretto) came to New
Mexico from their motherhouse in
Loretto. Kentucky.
In 1853. the Sisters of Loretto
established the Loretto Academy in
Santa Fe. They established Our Lady of
Guadalupe Convent in Taos in 1863 and
the Annunciation Academy in Mora in
1864. In 1866. they founded the Loretto
Convent in Albuquerque. foIlowed by the
Immaculate Conception Academy in Las
Ve~as in 1869 and a parochial school in
1875. In Las Cruces. they founded the
Loretto Academy and parochial school
in 1870. and started schools in BernaliIlo
in 1875 and Socorro in 1879.25
Other reliqious orders foIlowed soon
after. The Society of Jesus (the Jesuits)
settled in Las Ve~as in 1869 and founded
La Ieeviste Cetolice . the Catholic
newspaper of the territory. In 1883 they
took over of St. Mary's School in
Albuquerque . The Brothers of the
Christian Schools beqan teachinq in
Santa Fe as early as 1859. in Mora and
Taos in 1865. in Bernalillo and ~ua Fria
in 1872. and in Las Ve~as in 1888. The
Sisters of Charity took care of the Santa
Fe orphanage in 1865 and established
themselves in ei~ht Albuquerque schools
from 1881-1926. 26
The Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament
conducted S1. Catherine's Indian
Industrial School in 1886. The Sisters of
Saint Francis established themselves in
nine schools from 1904 through 1924.
serving in some of the most rural and
poverty stricken areas. In the 1910s. the
Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother. the
Sisters of St. Casimir. the Sisters Adorers
of the Most Precious Blood. and the
Ursuline Sisters also served as educators
in ei~ht schools. The Sisters of Mercy. the
Sisters of Jesus and Mary. the Sisters of
Divine Providence. and the Dominican
Sisters (from motherhouses in Grand
Rapids. Michigan . Adrian. Michigan . and
Racine. Wisconsin) all arrived and beqan
conducting schools in the 1920s. 27

Catholic Religious Orders in New
Mexico Schools2~
Sisters of Loretto Santa Fe
1853-1945
Loretto Academy
1903-1945
St. Francis
1863-1945
Taos
1864-1945
Mora
Las Vegas
Our Lady of Sorrows
1869-1940
Immaculate Conception
1912-1940
Las Cruces
Loretto Academy
1869-1940
Holy Cross
1927-1940
BernaliIlo
1875-1945
Socorro
1879-1945
Brothers of the Christian Schools
Santa Fe
P.S. Precinct 4
1868-1883
St. Michael's Colleqe
1859-1945
BernaliIIo
1872-1945
1872-1873
~ua Fria
Las Vegas
1888-1927
Mora
1865-1884
Taos
1865-1867
Sisters of Charity
Santa Fe (orphanage)
1865-1940
Albuquerque
Old ABQ/San Felipe
1881-1884
Saint Vincent
1885-1940
S1. Mary's
1893-1940
P.S. Precinct 12
1884-1892
Duranes
1884-1892
BarelaslWest San Jose
1884-1892
San Miguel
1885-1940
Saint Francis Xavier
1926-1940
Society of Jesus (Jesuit Fathers)
Albuquerque
1883-????
Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament
Santa Fe - S1. Catherine's 1886-1940
Sisters of Saint Francis (Franciscan
Sisters)
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1904-1945
Pena Blanca
1906-1940
Jemez
1916-1945
Cuba
1920-1945
Lumberton
1921 -1945
San Fidel
1918-1945
Park View
1924-1945
Tierra Amarilla
1930-1945
Aragon
1926-1941
Dixon
Holman
1945-1946
1942-1945
Chama
1923-1940
Zuni
1914-1940
GaIlup
Albuquerque (orphanage) 1913-1940
1935-1940
Lourdes School
Ursuline Sisters
1919-1940
Farmington
Waterflow
1919-1945
1919-1945
Blanco
Sisters of Mercy
Clovis
Sacred Heart
1926-1940
Guadalupe
1927-????
1926-1940
Spnncer
Carrizozo
1926-1945
Costilla
1929-1945
Raton
????_????
St. Patrick's
.. .... ..
????_????
S1. Joseph's
.. . . . .. .
Sisters Adorers of the Most Precious
Blood
1918-1940
Carlsbad-S t.Edward 's
Sister of Jesus and Mary
Carlsbad-Mexican
1928-1940
Sisters of Divine Providence
Pecos
1920-1945
Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother
Ribera
1914-1945
Villanueva
1916-1945
Sisters of S1. Casimir
RosweIl
S1. Peter's
1911-1940
S1. John the Baptist
1914-1940
Dominican Sisters of Grand Rapids. MI
Penasco
1926-1945
Belen
1927-1945
Santa Cruz
1928-1945
San Juan
1929-1945
Ranchos de Taos
1935-1945
Roy
????-????
Dixon
1941-1945
Dominican Sisters of Adrian. MI
Tucumcari
1923-1945
A1buq.- Sacred Heart
1937-1940
Dominican Sisters of Racine. WIS
1926-1940
Santa Fe - Guadalupe
From 1850-1891. the Catholic Church
was able to successfully fend off efforts to
establish a decidedly Protestant public
school system. This would change.
however. as Protestant churches. who in
1906 were but 11 % of the states
population. boomed to over a 25% by
1945 and nearly 35% by 1956.2<1 Even
before the coming of the railroad in the
1880s. Protestant missionaries (through
the home mission system) had made
successful inroads into New Mexican
society. In 1868. the Presbytery of Santa
Fe was created and by 1920 Presbyterians
maintained schools throughout New
Mexico . including the Menaul School in
Albuquerque. the Alison James School in
Santa Fe. and the James Hyson School in
Chimayo. Rev. John Annin of Las Vegas
briefly published Revista Iivenqelice. the
first Protestant newspaper in the area. "
The Methodist Reverend Thomas
Harwood and his wife Emily moved to
New Mexico in 1869. eventually settling
in Albuquerque an sertinq up the
Harwood Boys' School and the Harwood
Girls' School. Harwood also published a
small bilingual newspaper. caIled the
Abogado Cristiano?
When the Denver and Rio Grande and
Atcheson. Topeka and Santa Fe railroads
came in the 1880s. a massive influx of
easterners. from land speculators and
businessmen to Protestant missionaries.
settled in the outlying areas. offering
alternatives in religion and education.
The Evangelical United Brethren set up
the McCurdy School in Santa Cruz in
1915 and maintained two others in
Velarde and Alcalde into the 1930s.32 In
1912. an interdenominational council of
Protestant missionaries working in
Spanish-speaking areas of the Southwest
met and agreed that they could better
serve the region if they ceased
overlapping each others efforts.

Consequently the Presbyterians came to
dominate in the Sangre de Cristos, the
Methodists in the Rio Abajo near Texas
and Mexico. and the United Brethren in
the Espanola VaIley.33
This massive demographic shift (cited
above). accelerated with the arrival of
the railroad. favored the common school
cause. as the vast majority of the
newcomers were Protestant and would
remain so . In the 1870s. Presbyterian
missionary Sheldon Jackson warned
missionaries that Hispanics "won't come
to hear preachers. send us a teacher."
"Ene rgetic and ethnocentric." these
teachers embraced the challenge of
Southwestern pluralism." Even while
Protestant missionary efforts were at
their height, Catholic missionaries were
far more successful than their Protestant
counterparts.
They conducted their schools in the
native
Spanish.
rather
than
indoctrinating and alienating their
students in Enqlish." Unlike the homemissionary movement. which was
decidedly anti-Catholic. they lacked
strong elements of ethnocentrism that
made Protestantism less appealinq."
When New Mexico's Public Schools Law
of 1891 established a public school
system. Protestant missionaries began to
yield in their educational efforts.
confident that the nonsectarian and
Enqlish-only provisions would assuredly
work in their favor." The Catholic
Church.
conversely.
continued
expanding its educational presence by
opening numerous schools in the 1910s
and 1920s.
After decades of conducting public
schools in many rural areas. Catholic
religious orders had become a large part
of the cultural landscape of many of the
smaIl towns. especially in the north and
central parts of New Mexico . Many
priests were instrumental in bringing
religious teachers into public schools.
For example. Father Peter Kuppers, the
priest for parishes in both Dixon and
Penasco. opened the first Catholic
school in Dixon in 1922 and staffed it
with Franciscan Sisters until 1941 .
whereupon the Dominican Sisters took it
over. In 1926. he established both the first
parochial and the first public school in
Penasco and pressured the Taos County
Board of Education and Archbishop
Albert Daeqer to petition the Dominican
Sisters of Grand Rapids Michigan for
teachers."
By October. Sisters
Theodosia. Seraphine. and Loraine
arrived to teach grades 1-10. By 1945.
Penasco. which had a fully accredited
hi~h school for over fifteen years. was
staffed with ten religious and three lay
teachers." Father Kuppers helped the
sisters secure a building across the street
from the school. which they converted
into a convent.
In 1927. Father Salvador Gene. pastor
of the parish Santa Cruz de La Canada.
was weIl aware of the educational work
that was takin~ place in Penasco. Alonq
with Superintendent of Santa Fe County
Public Schools Adelina Otero Warren .
Father Gene asked Archbishop Albert
Thomas Daeqer to assist them in
pentiontnq the Dominican Sisters of
Grand Rapids for teachers."
The
previous year he had already be~un the
construction of a spacious convent to
house the sisters. In 1928. Mother
Superior Eveline Mackey ~ranted their
petition and sent Sisters Seraphine
(mentioned above) . Sienna. Amata and
Leonissa . By 1945. the Santa Cruz School
was staffed with six religious and six lay
teachers."
As a part of his 1947 University of New
Mexico thesis. Contributions of Catholic
Religious Orders to PubIic Education in
New Mexico Since the American
Occupation. Fredrick Mason Bacon

conducted a survey reqardinq public
opinion of the reliqious in public schools.
Bacon maintained that many of the over
five hundred interviewed were nonCatholic.
While
undoubtedly
unscientific. his polIs provided an insight
into public opinion on the eve of the
Dixon Case (filed in the faIl of 1947).
When asked about their opinion of

relicious Brother and Sisters as public
school teachers. 90% responded
positively. regardin~ reliqious teachers
'enthusiastically' to 'better than average'
teachers." Between 5%-8% felt they were
'no different than lay public school
teachers'. and 1%-2% offered adverse
criticism. When asked whether they
favored the religious teachlnq in public
schools. 5% responded with an
enthusiastic 'yes'. Additionally. 20%
responded 'yes'. citing the willingness of
the reliqious to donate their spare time to
the community through acts of charity.
the disciplined ~uidance that they
provide to the youth. and the ~eneral
devotion of the religious to the
education of children.
About 50%
responded 'yes' but offered no
elaboration as to why. and 5% offered
other reasons. Of the remaining 20%.
over 5% were opposed to Catholic
reliqious teaching in public schools.
some of whom stated that they were
opposed to anythinq Catholic.
Most interestingly when questioned
on the future of the Catholic rellqious
leadinq instruction in public schools. a
sta~~ering 95% stated that it depended on
the politicians in the future. not the acts
of the general public. Only 1% made a
declarative statement whether the
religious presence in schools would
increase or decrease. continue or cease.
leaving 4% that offered no comment. If
these answers offer an insight into
general public opinion of the time. it
seems that the public had more than
~rown to accept the reliqious presence in
public schools. In fact . it seems that they
applauded the efforts made by the
religious and that Catholic brothers and
sisters. for the most part. enjoyed the
support of the community.
Dianna Everett's The Public Schoo!
Debate

in

New Mexico.

1850-1891

illustrates how education had entered
the political arena in territorial New
Mexico. Reli~ion and the issues of the
reliqious in public schools had. in fact.
led to the defeat of a state constitution
(1872) and unquestionably was a factor
in the state's delayed statehood. While
the va~ueness of many of the above
answers miqht suggest apathy and
acceptance. the elevated role that the
reliqious played in people's daily lives
likely
brought
about
a
high
consciousness when the status quo was
challenged. Also. most of the smaIl towns
in which the religious had dominated
were not incorporated. leavinq the
school and the church as the most
distinguishable town institutions. the
venues where local politics were played
out.
In the spring of 1945. Lydia C. ZeIIers.
the daughter of Dixon's former
Presbyterian pastor. Rev. Cordova. led a
group of concerned residents in a
complaint against the Rio Arriba Board
of Education. Since St. Joseph's School
opened in 1921 it had been under the
control of the Sisters of Saint Francis
until 1941. whereupon the Dominican
Sisters took over. Deeply concerned that
religious instruction was being taught,
they asked that the county provide
fundtnq to build an alternative school.
County
School
Rio
Arriba
Superintendent Albert Amador claimed
there was no money to build another
school in the small community. Resolute
in their effort to free public education
from Catholic influence. the Zellers
~roup began raising money to build a
school.
By the fall of 1947. the Dixon
Consolidated School Fund raised $13.000
by asking for donations in impassioned
letters and distributinq pamphlets. They
indicted the recent repair projects at St.
Joseph's school. calline the Catholic
teachers the distant "they" and naming
their cause that of the "forward thinking
sons" of Dixon and their project "Dixon's
own school project.'?' True to their
claim. St. Joseph's school was started as a
parochial school but changed to public
to secure funding sometime during the
Great Depression. The Catholic Church.
however. did not assume official control
of the school until the Dominican Sisters
...con tin ued on page 5
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took over its operation in 1941.

With the $13.000 the Zellers lJroup
raised. they built a school and donated it
to the Rio Arriba County for staffino . In a
most unqracious slap in the face. the
school board appointed a Dominican
Sister principal. who in turn hired other
Dominican
Sisters
as
teachers ."
Infuriated. Zellers and lJroup of likeminded residents protested to the county
Board of Education once alJain.
demandinq the nuns removal. Claiming
that the nuns had a contract to conduct
education in Dixon's public schools.
Superintendent Amador referred the
complaint to the State Board of
Education.
The State Board of Education initially
rebuked the Dixon lJroup. claiming they
were an appeal board and could not act
without action by the county school
board. After alJreeing to hear their
complaint. the State Board of Education
allowed one representative into an
otherwise closed meetinq.
State
Superintendent of Public Instruction
Charles L. Rose turned to Santa Fe
Archbishop Edwin V. Byrne and they
crafted a compromise. The September
15. 1947. resolution they offered insisted
that the newly constructed school teach
lJrades pre-first to sixth lJrade and be
staffed with lay teachers and a lay
principal. St. Joseph's Public School
would continue to be staffed with
reliqious teachers and would teach
lJrades 7-12. Additionally. school buses
would arrive on time and not earlier and
reliqious teaching was banned on school
days." The State Board sent a letter to
the Rio Arriba County Board of
Education the next day. formally
outlining their decislon." In conjunction
with the State Board's resolution.
Archbishop Byrne addressed a letter to all
reliqious teachinq in public schools
throughout the Archdiocese of Santa Fe.
calling for an end to religious education
on school days and ordering that
catechism be moved to Saturdays and
Sundays."
Dissatisfied
with
the
State's
recommendations. the Dixon lJroup
decided to pursue legal action against
both the State and the Archdiocese.
They began frantically complltnq
information from public schools across
the state. seeking evidence to prove that
religious influence was ~rossly apparent
in schools throughout the state. Lydia
Zeller organized the Free Schools
Committee. which was supported by the
national Organization of Protestants and
Other Americans United for the
Separation of Church and State. who
were instrumental in fighting similar
cases in North Dakota. New Jersey. and
Michiqan." Despite the strong Ianquaqe
in the pamphlets distributed by the Free
Schools committee. they steadily
maintained that this was not an interdenominational conflict from their
perspective. On the contrary. they
accused "the opposition" of viewing it as
"purely a religious matter". going on to
claim that "the people are not interested
in that slant at all.':" Though New Mexico
was not alone in haVing religious
teachers in their public schools. the
extent to which religious maintained
their influence was unheard of. In 1938.
New Mexico was one of forty-two states
giving public subsidies to sectarian
schools. It was one of only ei~ht states
providing free transportation to students
attending parochial schools and one of
only three that provided free textbooks. "
On January 20. 1948. a delegation
representing both the State Board of
Education and the Archdiocese of Santa
Fe visited St. Joseph's School in Dixon.
Catholic Superintendent of Schools Rev.
William T. Bradley accompanied a
representative from the State Board of
Education in examining classrooms for
violations of the State and Archdiocesan
directives of September of 1947. They
questioned students. (particularly the
non-Catholic). attained signed affidavits
from bus drivers. and found no religious
emblems in the classrooms."
Despite these efforts. the Zellers group
acted quickly. compiling information

throughout the state. The Santa Fe
Register. the official Catholic newspaper
of the Archdiocese of Santa fe.
responded quickly to defend the work of
Catholic religious in New Mexico. In a
series of articles. The Santa Fe Register
reminded its readers that Catholics were
on the forefront of education throughout
New Mexico's history. claiming that
teaching nuns answered the state's
biglJest problem staffing the region's
schools." They also printed official
responses to inquiries made from across
the nation. In these. they explained the
case
and
boasted
that
State
Representative
and
former
Superintendent of Public Instruction
Georqta Lusz was quoted on Capitol Hill
as saying that "she did not see how New
Mexico could get alonq without sisters in
public schools. especially in the remote
regions of the state. "
In a surprisingly strong response to an
inquiry from a Concrecattonal minister
in VirlJinia. Governor Thomas J. Mabry
defended the Catholic religious teaching
in New Mexico schools. Governor Mabry
played down the conflict and remarked
that the Catholic Church operated
schools in rural areas where public
schools were not available. He closed his
letter stating that "We make no
distinction in New Mexico as to the
reliqion of teachers.'?' Reverend 1. Paul
Stevens of Taos instantly wrote the
Governor. attackinq his statements and
questioning why a Presbyterian would
defend Catholicism so rilJidly.
He
reminded the Governor of the rural
educational efforts of Methodist.
Congregational.
Presbyterian.
and
United Brethren missionaries. and
claimed that such statements "arouse
unnecessary animosities." He stated that
the demands of the Free Schools
Committee were just and he considered
"biqotry and intolerance . .. by-products
... sincerely regretted" of such a worthy
cause."
Mabry wrote a heated response. later
published in The Santa Fe Reporter.
defendinq his statements. excusing any
accidental omissions. and retorting that
he deplored "any effort to stir up
religious misunderstandinq and to
promote bigotry of any sort whether by
Catholics or Protestants."
He also
reminded Reverend Stevens that the
Catholic Church was not "deploying its
teaching staff into the public schools"
and that "the arranqernent has been
initiated by the lelJally constituted school
authorities or the community or the state
and not by the Church."" On February
23. 1948 Reverend Stevens wrote
Superintendent of Schools of the
Archdiocese in a moderate tone.
claiming he was simply "interested in the
Dixon School situation." He requested
information on Dixon's parochial school
status and asked for copies of the
Archbishop's September 1947 directive
alJainst reliqious teaching in public
schools. The Archbishop evidently read
the newspaper. as he advised Bradley to
find out who exactly the author was from
Taos Catholic priest Father MalJuire .57
By the end of January. the Dixon Free
Schools Committee threatened lelJal
action. allelJinlJ that Catholic religious
teachers had unrestricted control of
supposedly public schools throughout
the state." Raymond Huff. chairman of
the State Board of Education. quickly
refuted these charqes." On March 10.
1948 . The Santa Fe New Mexican
reported that the suit threatened by the
Dixon lJroup had been filed with the
Court of the First Judicial District in Santa
Fe by Attorney for the plaintiffs Harry L.
Bigbee. 6o Case number 22178 named the
State Board of Education (tncludinq
Chairman Raymond Huff and all of its
members) and the State Superintendent
of Public Instruction Charles L. Rose. and
numerous local and county school
board members from across the state as
defendants. The class action suit also
named William T. Bradley. director of
Parochial Schools of the Archdiocese of
Santa Fe. and over 145 nuns and brothers
as defendants."
The Zellers lJroup alleged that

reliqious instruction was takin~ place in
schools throughout New Mexico. They
also charged that the use of sectarian or
denominational books. paid for by
monies levied by taxes. violated their
first Amendment riqhts of religious
freedom and was a blatant violation of
the separation of church and state. They
demanded that teachers guilty of
teaching sectarian reliqion be banned
from teaching in public schools forever.
and that all other reliqious still teachinq
in public schools be banned from
wearing religious lJarb or insignias while
in a public school classroom. Most
importantly. they insisted that a church
not be allowed to operate a school
within a public school system."
Among the plaintiffs were Lydia C.
Zellers . Olive Bowen. and Presbyterian
Pastor Reverend Porfirio Romero of
Dixon. the prime movers of the Free
Schools Committee.
Presbyterian
pastors Rev. Kenneth Kesler of Santa Fe.
Rev. F.F. Payas of Las VelJas. and the
aforementioned Rev. 1. Paul Stevens of
Taos were also plaintiffs in the class
action suit." The plaintiffs demanded
that;
all schools named in the complaint be
declared parochial schools and ineligible
to receive public funds: that all members of
Catholic religious teachinq orders be forever
barred from teaching in New Mexico public
schools; that salaries bemq paid teaching
orders be declared illeqal expenditure of
public funds. than no New Mexico tax
supported schools be conducted in Church
owned property: that . . . school boards [be
barred] from ever hirin~ or payins;? any
member of a Catholic teachinq order as a
teacher in a tax supported school."
As deliberations drew near. the pages
of The Santa Fe Register were filled with
articles refuting statements made by
Protestants across the nation.
The
Archdiocese employed Albuquerque
advertising man Robert L. BisseII to write
articles to counter those by Frank S.
Mead of the Christian Herald. A member
of St. Charles Borromeo Parish. Bissell
wrote blistering articles attacking Mead's
February Christian Herald article.
"Shadows over our Schools." He called
Mead's charges absurd. rebuffing
alleqations claiming the dire condition of
education at S1. Joseph's School in
Dixon. and called Mead's statements
alJainst the Pope and the Vatican off of
the mark. Bissell also condemned the
press for not scrutinizinq their sources
more closely"
On June 15 and 16.1948 deliberations
beqan. Judge E.T. Hensley heard the
initial arguments of attorney for the
plaintiffs Harry BilJbee and defense
attorney Charles Barker and set
depositions
and
testimonies
for
September and the trial for October."
Attorney Charles fahy. representing the
Catholic religious brothers and sisters.
defended the actions of the religious as
acts of cooperation and maintained that
the Catholic church exercised no control
over schools in which they taught." The
trial closed October 18. 1948.
On March 10. 1949. Judge Hensley
rendered a decision that largely favored
the plaintiffs. The most notable points of
his decision:
1} Permanently barred 137 Catholic
priests. nuns and brothers employed in
26 schools in 10 counties from teaching
in tax-supported schools
2) Held that the distribution of free stateowned textbooks to more than 10.000
parochial school children was to be
discontinued
3) Held that the free transportation of
parochial school students in public
school buses was to be discontinued.
4) Held that church-owned buildings
could not be used for tax supported

schools"
Additionally. Hensley declared the
schools listed in the case to fit into two
groups.
Declared by trial court to be parochial
schools
Santa Rita Grade Schoo!' Carrizozo Mount
Carmel School. Socorro. Socorro County
St. Mary's School. Belen. Valencia County
San Fidel School. Valencia County

St. Nicholas Grade School. Sandoval
County
Sacred Heart Academy Grade School. San
Juan County
Lumberton School. Rio Arriba County
ParRView School. Rio Arriba County
Penasco School. Taos County
Old Town Junior Hiqh School. Las Ves;!as.
San Mi~uel County
St. Francis School. Ranchos de Taos. Taos
County
St. Joseph's School. Rio Arriba County
(Dixon)
Declared by trial court to be public
schools with no separation of church
and state
Cubero School, Valencia County
Cuba School, Sandoval County
Pena Blanca School, Sandoval County
Blanco Grade School, San Juan County
Chama School. Rio Arriba County
Dixon School. Rio Arriba County
San Juan School, Rio Arriba County
Pecos Independent School District. San
MilJuel County
Santa Cruz School. Santa Fe County
Costilla School. Taos County
Villanueva School. San Mi~uel County
Ribera School, San Mis;?uel County
Mora School, Mora County"
Judge Hensley did. however. rule that
payment to religious orders for teaching
in public schools did not constitute state
aid or endorsement of religion and
refused to ban all religious as a whole
from teaching in public schools. "
Unsatisfied with the court's decision, the
Dixon lJroup appealed the ruling. The
defense cross-appealed and the case
went to Supreme Court of New Mexico in
September 1951.
In their proceedings of case No. 5332.
the Supreme Court of New Mexico found
that twenty-five schools. some previously
considered parochial and others public.
were subsidized at least in part by funds
from the State raised through taxation.
State funding provided fundmq for not
only the employment of teachers, but
also paid for specific textbooks
purchased for Catholic schools and
transportation for students attendinq the
school. While the court found that many
schools had indeed taught reliqious
doctrine during non-school hours. buses
waited until the end of reliqious
schooling. or catechism. to depart from
school ~rounds.
During inclement
weather. non-Catholic school children
were forced to attend catechism. NonCatholic students were also in class when
prayers were said while class was in
session.
The Dixon ~roup furnished the court
with a 250-page appellant's Brief-in Chief. in which they cited example after
example of religious controllinq public
schools throughout New Mexico. If
nothing else. the document illustrates the
extent to which the religious were
established in schools throughout the
state. In Carrizozo. Sister Theodorette,
Sister Superior of the Sisters of S1.
Casimir, served as the superintendent of
schools. as did Dominican Sister Mauro
McDonald in the Penasco Independent
School District." Religious sisters and
brothers served as principals in 14
schools throughout New Mexico. Loretto
Sister Vir~inia Maria was principal at the
Mt. Carmel School in Socorro and Sister
Genevieve of the Poor Sisters of S1.
francis of Perpetual Adoration in the
Lumberton school. Franciscan Sister
Rita Marie was the principal at Parkview
Sister Seraphine of the Dominican Sisters
in Santa Cruz. and Sisiter Maria Pancratia
of the Sisters of Mercy in Costilla."
While awaiting the trial of ZeIIers V
Huff in the Supreme Court. and State
Supreme courts. Archbishop Edwin V
Byrne took measures to make sure that
Catholic education remained in New
Mexico. In March of 1951. Byrne be~an
receiving letters from religious orders in
schools named in the Dixon Case.
Brother Edwin of the Town High School
in Las VelJas wrote the Archbishop
informing him that the Christian Brothers
would not renew contracts for the
followinq year." Sister Mary Louise of
the Sisters of the Sorrowful mother in
Ribera wrote a letter statlnq the same. as
...continued on page 61&
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did Sister M. Lon cina of Villanueva.
franciscan Sister M. Thaddeus of Chama.
and Mother Superior M. Bernadine of
Columbus. Ohio." In Santa Cruz. the
Parish of Santa Cruz de la Canada
opened a parochial school and withdrew
the Dominican Sisters from Santa Cruz
Public School (which they had operated
for over seventeen years) in 1949, two full
years before the New Mexico Supreme
Court made its dec ision." By April of
1951.Archbishop Byrne advised the State
Board of Education that the Archdiocese
would not allow school to be conducted
on religious property. Furthermore. the
Archdiocese would neither se eR nor
accept the renewal of contracts for the
religious teaching in public schools.
beginning with th e 1950-1951 school
year. 76
On October 20. 1951. the Supreme
Court of New Mexico upheld a District
Court decision that prohibited reliqious
teachinq in New Mexico. The court
found that New Mexico had. in effect. "a
Roman
Catholic
school
syst em
supported by public funds within its
public school system.'?' Justice James
McGhee w ro te the opinion of the
unanimous decision . banning the
wearing of reliqious ~a rb while teachinq
in a public school. More importantly. the
Supreme Court upheld District Jud qe
Hensley's March 1949 ruling and refused
to ban all reliqious from teaching in
public schools. despite prosecution
claims that religious were held to Roman
Canonical law and not the state law."
The decision by the court to ban the
religious from operating public school
undoubtedly chanced the both public
and Catholic parochial education in New
Mexico. In the years surroundinq the
Supreme Court decision. New Mexico
schools were in dire need of teachers.
The New Mexico School Review
predicted in both 1949 and 1950 that
teacher supply would be 10w,N After their
removal from public schools. religious
brothers and sisters devoted their tim e to
the establishment of Catholic scho ols.
~reatly strengthening th e parochial
school system. The number of children
att ending parochial schools grew from
6,456 in 1948 to 12,495 in 1953 and to
14.380 by 1954. The number of Parochial
schools increased from 21 in 1948 to 47
in 1954. Though these numbers can be
attributed largely to the change of many
formerly public schools to parochial
schools. this ac counts for onl y 17 of the
new schools. the remaining 9 beinq truly
new parochial schools."
The wounds of controversy ran deep
in Dixon. The population. divided evenly
between Catholics and Protestants. was
split well into the 1950s.8 1 Jennie Ledoux
remembers that while growing up in
Dixo n . her Roman Catholic friends
would not patronize Zellers General
Store. Those famili es listed am o ngst the
prosecution are often remembered as
"the Dixon Iamilt es.?" It was not until "An
Affirmation of Hop e. Reconciliation and
Unity" was signed by Archbishop Michael
Sheehan of the Archdiocese of Santa fe
and th e Reverend Jim Collie . Re~ional
Presbyter of the Presbytery of Santa Fe.
in 1999 was there any formal
reconcilement between
th e
two
churches."
If the Dixon Case proves anything. it
shows that secularism in New Mexico .
Iilae in most of the United States. has
never been authentic. Across New
Mexico. ceremonies from !2ra d ua tio n
convocations to basketball games
regularly begin with a Catholic priest
blessin g the ass embly. A minority
reliqion in most states across the nation.
Catholicism in New Mexico has been
empowered by the sheer mass of
adherents and its long history in the
state. It lasted for decades. extended well
into th e public sphere. whil e cries for a
secular so ciety fell upon deaf ears.
The obj ections of th e plaintiffs in the
Dixon Case were more than justified and
the separation of church and state was
10n!2 overdue. The end result w as
twofold. as both the state and the
Catholic
Church
ex ten ded
their
educational efforts to m eet the grow in!2

need. The state wa s compelled to create
a stronger publi c school system in rural
areas previously cared for only through
reliqious efforts . An un anticipated result
was the reaction of the Catholic Church.
whom many believed would not recover
after losing th eir foothold in public
education. Freed from its provincial
responsibilities. was abl e to redirect its
efforts and build a strong and efficient
parochial school system. Ironically. a
case intended to push Catholicism out of
th e public sphere only forced it to
consolidate and concentrate its efforts .
ev entually broadening th e Church's
influence in a sta te it once controlled.
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has wo rbc d for th e Ce nter for Southw est
Research and th e Cente r for Re SJion al
Stu dies. He is a res ea rc h associa te a t the
CSWR-Po ltica l Arch ives a nd ha s worke d
ex te nsive ly o n th e Rei es Lopez Tijerina
Collec tio n as lead proj ect a rc hivist. Boca is
an ac tive m e m be r of the Ora l Hist o ry
Assoc ia tio n .
He received a 2005 Myra Elle n Jenkins
Graduate Sc holarship for "The Dixo n Case,
1947-1951 : The End of the Ca tho lic Era in
New Mexico Publi c Educa tion ." w hich was
origi nally w ri tten fo r Professor Fe re n c
Szasz 's qra d um e se m ina r abo ut religion in
th e America n West.
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Chuck Wagon Supper and
"Songs of the Trail and Cow Camp"

At HSNM annual conferance in Clayton. the Gailor Chuck H7a~on crew watched the beans boil. On
the blll of fare for supper they served BBQ Brisket. Beans. Stewed Apricots and Campfire Biscuits.

Eloy Gonzales (center) j oins Rex Rideout (on left) ancf Mark Gardner for this pho tograph. After
the chuck wagon supper. Rideout and Gardner san.r:; ' Santa Fe Trail ballads and cowboy songs
collected by Jack Thorpe. For their perform ance they pleyed period instrum ents. Local celebrity
Gonzales. had his own band "The Rabbi[ Ear Troubado urs" for m ore than 4 decades.
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Primary Source Material
New Mexico Supreme Court, "Reporte d cases
det ermined in th e Supre me Co urt of th e State
of New Mexico" \701. 55. 1951. St. Paul. Minn .
West Publishinq Co ., 1952.
Appellant's Brief-in-Ch ief. Lydia C. Zellers . et
al , appellants '\7. Raym ond Huff. e t al ,
appellees. Supreme Co urt of New Mexico.
Case #5332. Menaul Histori cal Librar y of the
So uthwe st.
Lydia C. Zellers. et al v. Raymond Huff. et al.
First Jud icial District. Sa nta Fe, New Mexico .
Case # 22178. Dixon Case file 1948. Histo ric
and Artisti c Pa tr im o ny and Arc hives .
Archdi ocese of Santa Fe.
Dixon Case files, 1947- 195 1. Historic a nd
Artistic Patrim ony and Archives. Arc hd iocese

Robert Torrez form er New Mexico State Historian int rodu ces Larry D. Ball. authority on law and
order in Territorial New Mexico. Ball spoke about train robber Black Jack Ketchum . who was
hanged in Clayton on April. 26 / 901. Torrez ~a \7e a paper at the Clayton conference titl ed "Body
Count and Oth er Practices Associeted with Mili tary Campaigns in Colonia l New Mexico."
...cont in ued on page 8 tt?i'
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Books:

2005 HSNM Conference Continued...

Balinq Wire and Gamuza. The True
Story of a family Ranch Near Ramah.
New Mexico. 1905-1986.
by Barbara \7o~t Mallery. (Santa Fe: New
Mexico Ma~azine . 2003)
136 pp .. photos. hardcover. $24.95.
Reviewed by Stephen Zimmer
In 1906 Evon \7o~t left the University
of Chicago in his junior year and mov ed
to New Mexico in the hope of
recuperatinq from tuberculosis. He soon
recovered in the sunny. dry air of the
Southwest and became interested in
sheep ranching. After worRin~ on
several ranches. he went into
partnership in a ranch near San Mateo at
the foot of Mt. Taylor.
He sold his part of the ranch in 1914
and returned to Chlcaqo. There he fell in
love with his brother's step-daughter;
Shirley Ber~man and they married the
The
couple
followinq
year.
honeymooned on a pack trip in the
Pecos Wilderness and then settled on a
sheep ranch outside of Ramah .
Shirley adapted qutclely to life on the
isolated ranch and. in spite of beinq
raised in the city. soon S2rew comfortable
haulinq water from a well and reading by
a Rerosene lamp. With the help of a
midwife she S2ave birth to four children at
the ranch.
\7oS2t supplemented the seasonal
income of the ranch by servinq as
custodian of EI Morro National
Monument beginning in 1917. Although
he worked hard during the Depression to
Reep his sheep operation solvent.
drouqht and declining prices forced him
out of business in 1938. That same year
he purchased the Gallup Gazette and
edited it until 1942. the year before he
died.
Through the years \7oS2t kept a journal
documentinq day to day life on the
ranch and his family's work and play. He
also saved pertinent newspaper clippings
and letters sent and received from
friends and business acquaintances.

Ac tual front cove r "Bai/ing Wire and
Gamu za. The True Story of a Family Ranch
near Ramah New Mexico. "

llsinq these sources and her own
memories. his oldest dauqhrer; Barbara
\7o~t Mallery. has drawn an en~a~inS2
picture of the family's life on the ran ch
before World War II. It is a story of
courage and perseverance during hard
times that were endured with humor.
S2race. and love .
The memoir is orqanized in a loose
chronology of chapters devoted to
Mallery's parents. siblincs, S2uests. and
neighbors and includes more than thirty
photoqraphs of them . The book is
testament to how a couple from the East
moved to the Southwest. fell in love with
the land and the life. and ultimately
made it their own .
SAZ

Actual back cover "Bai/i ng Wire and
Gettiuze . The True Story of a Family Ranch
near Ramah New Mexi co. "

• ••
...con tin ued from Janaloo Hill Tribute page 2
Historical Review. True West. Frontier Times

and New Mexico Magazine.
Janaloo lost her 10nSJ battle with cancer
on May 26. 2005 . She is survived by her
husband of more than twenty years. Manny
Hough. He is now the only resident of
Shakespeare and will continue to care for and

promote the dream of Janal oo Hill .
Contributions to her memory can be
sent to Shak espeare Ghost Town. Inc.. the
nonprofit organtzatton. which oversees the
care of the town . Donations can be mailed to:
Shakespeare Ghost Town. PO Box 253.
Lordsburg . New Mexico 88045 .
-- CCL
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Steph en A. Zimmer autographs his book "Cowboy Days" for Richard Ellis. Zimmer
wrote the book review "BaiIing Wire and Gemuze " on this page . At the Clayton
conference Zimmer talked about the history of Philmont Ranch. Ellis gave a
paper about his search for the site of the Sand Creek Massacre.

Local Union County auctioneers Billy Joe Wright and Walter Hall conduct the
Ann ual HSNM Book Auction. Friday. April 22. 2005.

Donald T. Garate (left). National ParR
Service. Tumacacori National Historical
Parfe. Arizona. Garate presented "Juan
de Bautisa de Anza . In the Service of the
KinS2." at the Historical Society of New
Mexico Annual Conference held in
Clayton. April 21-23 2005 .

